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Feminism And Politics Oxford Readings
Simply reading Victorian feminists and learning from them isn’t enough. According to Professor Lana Dalley’s recent article for the Nineteenth-Century Gender Studies journal, “Confronting ‘White ...

Cal State professor worries Victorian literature studies promote ‘white feminism’
The 2020 and 2021 Holberg Prizes were conferred upon Professor Griselda Pollock and Professor Martha C. Nussbaum, respectively.

Holberg Prize to Martha C. Nussbaum and Griselda Pollock
Roxane Gay, Katie Roiphe and Carmen Maria Machado, among others, are writing passionate, polemical sexual confessionals.

For today’s feminist writers, sex makes a comeback
Years ago, 14 of them in fact, my husband took our infant son on one of their regular long walks so I could sleep for an hour or two. Stopping at the grocery store, our baby, swaddled in a carrier, ...

Author uses feminism as lens for reinventing fatherhood
The Park-McCullough Historic Governor’s Mansion is offering an exclusive conversation and reading with former Vermont governor and United States ambassador Madeleine May Kunin at 6 p.m. on ...

Park-McCullough offers evening of politics and poetry with Madeleine Kunin
The Work of Politics advances a new understanding of how democratic ... and historical episodes that range from the workers' movement in Bismarck's Germany to post-war Swedish feminism, this book ...

The Work of Politics
Avram Finkelstein got together with Brian Howard, Oliver Johnston, Charles Kreloff, Chirs Leone and Jorge Socarras to share a shrouded, griping ...

More Life: A Conversation with Artist and Activist Avram Finkelstein About a New Series @ David Zwirner
Val McDermid, novelist I was 18 and in my second year at Oxford when a friend thrust Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics on me. “You’re reading English ... from a feminist perspective and ...

Dreaming of a better future? Ali Smith, Malcolm Gladwell and more on books to inspire change
We won’t call it quits until we achieve our lawful rights, which, unfortunately, still exist only on paper” Feminist Facebook pages like Nisam Tražila are a powerful force in the Western Balkans. Most ...

How Facebook became the new feminist battleground for #MeToo in the Western Balkans
Society needs to rethink the model of what it means to identify as Dad.

How to be a feminist dad
Intensely political Sharon Gaffka will be looking to blow off some steam after an intense year working in government during the Covid crisis - and she could make for explosive Love Island viewing!

Love Island Sharon Gaffka's life - political firebrand, beauty queen and villa sex ban
wherein the daughter of a feminist mother ran off with her political philosopher father’s talented student, the two of them telling ghost stories with Lord Byron during a wet and rainy summer in ...

Required Reading
Feminism is a powerful social and political movement that calls for economic ... LeSavoy recommends reading Fannie Barrier Williams, whose writing and speaking brought light to the difficulties ...

The 29 best feminist books and novels to read in 2021
The great figurehead of 1990s "third wave" feminism, who bestrode the highest pinnacles of literature and politics to become ... as a product of Yale and Oxford who seemed to feel the pain of ...

Naomi Wolf's slide from feminist, Democratic Party icon to the 'conspiracist whirlpool'
But feminism offers ways of responding to both ... Learn more about her work here and follow her on Twitter @Prof_FSultana. Continue Reading Show full articles without "Continue Reading" button ...

Climate and COVID-19 crises both need feminism – here's why
I am trying to reach people who do not usually engage with gender issues and the politics of gender ... who died recently at the age of 93, was a feminist and a great supporter of my AAB project ...

Meet the Barbie doll staging feminist protests at museums and art galleries
The 2020 and 2021 Holberg Prizes were conferred upon Professor Griselda Pollock and Professor Martha C. Nussbaum, respectively.

The Holberg Prize conferred upon Professor Griselda Pollock and Professor Martha C. Nussbaum
As our thoughts turn to life after the pandemic, authors from this year’s Hay festival choose books that have inspired lasting change in them ...
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